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Monitoring Key Metrics
Using the Watch Window
It can be difficult to focus on key met-
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rics in a large workbook that spans
dozens of worksheets. Since Excel 2003,
Microsoft has offered a tool for keeping
a watch on several key cells, even if
those cells aren’t on the active worksheet. The Watch Window lets you
identify and then monitor several key
cells from various worksheets in the
workbook. You can use the Watch Window to see the current value of those
cells and to navigate directly to each

Figure 2

one.

it can’t begin with a number or with a
period. While “Forecast2011” is a valid
name, “2011Forecast” isn’t because the

Unfortunately, the default Watch Win-

latter starts with a number. If you want

dow (Figure 1) is ugly and cluttered with

the year to appear first, start the name

extraneous information. With a few

with an underscore: “_2011Forecast”

extra steps, you can make the Watch

would be a valid name.

Window easier to use.

The cell name can’t be an existing cell
address. IT2011, ROI2012, and TAX2011

Name the Key Cells

are existing cell addresses and wouldn’t

Rather than remembering that B100

be allowed as cell names.

contains the total forecast, you can give

period or underscore. It can’t include

cell B100 a useful name. This improves

spaces or mathematical operators, so

on the name box to the left of the for-

the readability of the Watch Window. If

the hyphen (minus operator) is out.

mula bar. Normally, this cells shows the

you name the cells, you can hide the cell

Where you might want to include a

cell address, like B102, but you can

address in the Watch Window and dis-

space, you can use an underscore (for

change that. Once you’ve clicked on the

play only the cell name.

example, “Variance_to_Target”) or capi-

name box, type a valid cell name and

talize the first word of each letter

press Enter. Excel will now show the cell

(“VarianceToTarget”).

name instead of the cell address in the

It helps to review the rules for naming cells. A cell name can include letters
and certain punctuation, such as a
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A cell name can include numbers, but

To name a cell, select the cell and click

name box (Figure 2).

Display the Watch
Window

Resize Columns in the
Watch Window

the Formula column to nothing, but

In Excel 2007 or newer, the Watch Win-

The default Watch Window view shows six

once you resize the Watch Window

dow is a large icon on the right side of

columns: Book, Sheet, Name, Cell, Value,

itself, the Formula column always reap-

the Formulas tab. Click this icon to have

and Formula. You probably only need to

pears. This is just a strange bug in Excel.

the default empty Watch Window dialog

see the Name and Value columns. You can

You’ll hide the Formula column in the

float above your spreadsheet. In Excel

easily resize the Book, Sheet, and Cell

next step, although a horizontal scroll

2003, go to the Tools menu and select

columns to a width of zero. Hover the

bar will then appear to allow you to

Formula Auditing, Watch Window.

mouse pointer between the Book and

scroll over to see the unnecessary

Sheet headings. When the mouse pointer

Formula column.

Note that you can temporarily resize

Add Cells to the Watch
Window

changes to a two-headed arrow, drag it all

Now that you are displaying the Watch

umn. Repeat for the Sheet and Cell

Resize the Watch
Window

Window and have named the cells you

columns.

Once you’ve hidden the Book, Sheet,

the way to the left to hide the Book col-

and Cell columns, resize the entire

want to track, plan the order in which
you want the cells to appear in the

Figure 4

Watch Window to show only the Name

Watch Window. You can’t resequence

and Value columns. You can now reposi-

the items in the Watch Window once

tion the Watch Window anywhere over

you’ve added them, so you need to add

your Excel Window or even drag the

them in order.

Watch Window outside the Excel win-

Select the first cell that should appear
in the Watch Window. In the Watch

dow, perhaps to a second monitor.
The Watch Window will float and

Window dialog, click the Add Watch

constantly show you the current value of

button. The Add Watch dialog appears

the important cells. As an added bonus,

with the active cell already listed. Simply

double-click any item in the Watch Win-

click the Add button (Figure 3).

dow to navigate to that cell, even if it’s
on a different worksheet. The Watch

Figure 3

Window will display all watched cells in
all open workbooks. If you have multiple
workbooks open, you can double-click
to navigate between them. SF
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